Develop Your Product with THE EXPERTS SINCE THE BEGINNING

Process and Product Development Services

GO FOR NATURE . . .
GO WITH natex PROZESSTECHNOLOGIE
5 l/1000 bar R&D unit:
• Product development: optimization of yields of desired ingredients from raw materials supplied by the customers
• Process development: optimization of processing parameters for the available raw material
• Production of small product samples

80 l/550 bar pilot plant:
• Product and process development for industrial scale-up
• Toll processing of semi-industrial quantities of products for market development

Thin film extractor (pilot unit):
• New device for the extraction of substances from high viscous materials, e.g. crude extracts

For further information please contact:
NATEX
Prozesstechnologie GesmbH
Hauptstrasse 2
A-2630 Ternitz, Austria
Tel.: (43)-2630-32120
Fax: (43)-2630-38163
E-mail: office@natex.at
Internet: www.natex.at